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One of the major problems in monitoring power quality in power syst.em is voltage dip or voltage sag.
What are the differences between dip "md sag? A voltage dip is the percentage down from nominal
voltage. For an example, a 20% dip on a 240-volt system wonld be 192 V. Volta ge sag is the
percentage remaining. For example. all 80% on a 240 V system would be 192 V. Actually, these are the
most common problems for utilities. Voltage dips occurs because of the faults in system, either on their
generation system, tnlllsmissiol1, distribution or in the industries itself. This is inevitable.

Compnter equipment and controllers may power down depending on the duration and magnitude oftlle
voltage dip. In addition, voltage dips cause loss of data. Fault also occurs in customer (or adjacent
customers) internal power system. Voltage dips also can be the result of accidents involving power
lines. For example, lighting or falling object may cause a line-to-ground fault. When the protective'
switchgear OJ autoredosurer goes into operation to dear the fault, the voltage dips until the fault is
isolated. Excessive load changes may also cause voltage dips [21.

It is important to understand the differences between an interruption (complete loss of vJltage) and a
voltage dip. Interruption occurs when a protective devices actually interrupts the circJit serving a
particular customer. This will normally occurs during the periods of the fault for the faults over a wide
part of power system. Faults on parallel feeder circuits or on the transmission system will cause voltage
dips but will not result in actual intenuptions. Therefore the voltage dips are much greatl~r than if the
equipment was only sensitive to intermptiol1.

For this project, we will concentrates on the voltage dips that occur in power system. We have choosen
a factory namely Flexibercham in Ipoh as a case Shldy. This project involves the use of appropriate
techniques and technology to ensure uninterrupted electrical power supply to consumers. By using
MATLABlPower System Blockset and calculation, the distortion of voltage dip will be tide-through.
The voltage dip will be analysed and Ole equipments will be suggested in order to appropriate solve the
problem.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Power Quality Index

Figl.ll"e 3: Power Quality Index Calculation

Power quality index (PQT) is not a simple concept; there is no single describing paramEter, so it is
difficult to quickly describe a change. One of the innovations is to describe a "power quality index"
based on voltage disturbance events as a single number [3]. Perfect power is assigned a PQI of zero,
while events lying on, for example the Computer Business Equipment ~\lfanufacturer'sAs:;ociation or
CBEMA curve are assigned a value of 100, as shown in Figure 3. Events between the two, and events
lying outside the curve, are assigned a value that is proportional to the dist2TIce from the curve.

The root meaJl square of the individual events is presented as the PQl for the site for the period of that
survey, together with the maximum PQI for the period. Comparison of the PQI for a series surveys on
one particular site gives a velY quick appraisal for the trend in the quality of power and an idea of
where to concentrate further effort.
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Adjustable Speed Drive (ASD's)

The ~pplication of adjustable speed drives (ASD's) in commercial and industrial f~cilities is increasing
due to improved efficiency, energy susceptible to voltage disturbances such as slgs, swells, transients
(e.g. due to capacitor switching) and momentary intermption (outages). Depending on the application,
and the characteristics of disturbances. the ASD controlled process may be momentarily interrupted or
permanently tripped out. This can significantly lead to loss in revenue and costly down time. Some
drives are designed to lide-tllrough voltage sags. The ride-through time can be ~ywhere from 0.05 sec
to 0.5, obviously depending on the manufacturer and model.

In order to improve the performance of ASD and to provide ride-through, a redesign to the ASD
rectifier stage is suggested. This method of control provides ride-through for most voltage dip
condition. The proposed approach has the advantages such as low cost, due to minimal additional
h~rdware and control, no semicondllctor components in the main power flow path of ASD, provides
ASD ride-tluough without additional energy storage devices, such as supercapacitor, batteries, etc;
does not affect other loads connected to the point of common coupling (pCC) provides ASD ride
through for voltage dips which are frequent, repe~ted, cmd/or back-to-back occurrences, and the boost
converter can be controlled to maintain a regulated dc-link voltage in the event of undervoltage
condition at the input.

For this project, we have used MatlablPower System BJocksel to design and simulate the Adjustable
Speed Drive (ASD's). The simulation for this topology includes displaying the input waveform and
also the dip during the fault. In this case the fault is due to phase faults. MATLAB will be used to
presents the voltage dip waveform. The dip can occur at two areas, utilities site (TNE properties) and
system side or customer's equipment. In order to keep the customers equipment's safe from damage
due to the fault, the author tried to develop a technique to cater for tlle dip by redesign the equipment
by adding some components or circuit that is boost converter.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Simulation of Voltage dtp-A Case study at FILREXBERCHAM FactOlY

Figure 4: The Event Refer to CBEMA Curve for FILREXBERCHAM's Industry

Figure 4 shows the events that occurred at FILREXBERCHAM industry in Ipoll supplied by TNB
(Distribution) using Power Quality Recorder (PQR). It shows about 103 events ol:curred as stated in
the Power Quality Index (PQI) graph. By referring to the power quality index, most power quality
problems occurred at tlle factory is voltage dip. Note that the voltage dip/sag occurs between < I
minutes (0.5 sec < t < 60 sec) duration. In order to detennine the voltage sag disturbance, reference was
made to Figure 5 for standard duration disturbances of voltage dip.
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rectifier and the dc-link capacitors or retrofitted as add-on modules. The add-on module is used to
retrofit existing with Iide-through capabilities, or for multiple drives with a common dc-link, such as
synthetic fiber drives.
During voltage sag, the boost converter will sense a drop in the de link and begin to regulate the de link
to minimum voltage required by the inverter. In this case of a retrofit where a boost module is added to
an existing ASD, proper coordination of fault protection logic is necessary. Figure 12 shown the
waveform of dc-link in ASD has been ride-through to get a better quality of voltage.

Figure 12: The Voltage Waveform of DC-link with Proposed
Boost Converter Devices of Redesign ASD Description

Rectifier in induction motor ASDs supply dc voltage inverter. The three-phase full wave (six-pulses)
diode rectifier is most commonly employed. At any t.ime, only t.wo out of six diodes conduct the output

current i 0 . These are the diode, subject.ed to the highest line-to-line input voltage. For instance, if at any

given instant the highe t line-to-line voltage is Vab , cert.ain diode conduct the output current, so that

i
a

=i
o

and ib =1. The ot.her four diodes are then reverse biased, while the output voltage, Vo equal

toVAB ·

Method II-Additional Capacitor: By adding tJle capacit.or to the dc bus, additional energy needed for
full power ride-through during voltage sag can be provided to the motor. A typical 415 V, 50 Hz, 10 hp
motor drive can be assumed to have a dc link capacitance of C = 5000 ~f. p.ssuming continuous
conduction, the dc-link voltage is given by: -

VLL = 415 Y

Vde = 1.35 * Vu. = 1.35 * 415 = 560V

A typical ASD is set to trip if the dc-link voltage drops 0.9 times the nominal value, which is

Vdt =O.9x560Y=504Ve.np

Also, the average dc-I inl< current for 1Ohp (Po) load is

P *746 10* 746
I = 0 = --- = 13.32 A
~ V S60

de

Now, under short-term power intenuption, the filter capacitor must provide the power to the ASD

motor. The ride-through duration t r can be computed as follow: -

C * (Vde - Vde,tnp)
:::;J------

I de

5000 *10-6 (560 - 504)
:::;J .._- ~2J.O ms

13.32
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Alternative Ride-Through ofASD

A number of other alterna 've ;ue available, due to time constraint. The author has listed all the other.
The other methods available are:-

I. Battery back-up System
2. Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage (SMES)
3. Operate ASD's at reduced Speed/Load

CONCLUSIONS

Voltage dips are becoming a real concern for process industries due to increased wtomation. Electronic
controllers used are sometimes more sensitive to voltage dips than other load. The sensitivity of
industrial equipment to voltage dips varies greatly. Approximately 80% the voltage dips problem can
be overcomed with inslalling some device in customer installation.

By redesigning the ASDs, tile problem of voltage dip/sag 1hat occurs has be,~n overcome. So this
simulation has successfully achieved the objectives ofthe project, which is to ride-through and improve
the performance of ASD during voltage dip. With these two alternatives of the voltage dips ride
through, tile proposed ASD is available to be implemented in the real life at any industrial plant
required the ASD devices.
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